
Prepositional Phrases

A Complete the blanks with the prepositions in, on, at, for or by.

hire/rent

least

the first place 

schedule 

a change 

the move

sure/certain 

post/air mail 

an excursion 

accident 

other words 

once

board 

short 

one's own 

instance 

a trip/tour 

private

public

cash

chance

cheque

a good/bad 
mood

B  Read the sentences and complete them with the prepositions in, on, at, under or without.

1 All assignments are due tom orrow_______________fail.

2 A computer chooses the lottery numbers_______________random.

3 Our house has been_______________the market for over two months but we haven’t been able to sell it yet.

4 Everyone was_______________a state of shock after the devastating news.

5 I was_______________a loss for words when I was told I had won the prize.

6 The roadworks_______________ progress are responsible for the traffic jams.

7 I can't go out tonight. I’m feeling a b it_______________the weather.

8 The train is_______________sight. It will be pulling in any minute now.

9 Dianne was refused entry to the club because she was_______________age.

10 Final - year students are_______________a lot of pressure to pass their exams.

11 I have bought this gym equipment_______________approval. I can return it within fifteen days.

12 My brother faints_______________the sight of blood.

13 My wife isn’t here at the moment because she’s away_______________business.

C Complete the sentences with the prepositional phrases in the box below.

at a glance on the road in order for granted in common 

on arrival at heart in some respects

1 Although he seems rather abrupt at times, he is very k ind_____________________ .

2 You should not take i t _____________________ that your parents will always support you.

3 Everything was_____________________ and ready to be inspected.

4  , the earthquake doesn't seem to have caused any serious damage.

5 We were_____________________ for two days before we reached our destination.

6  at the train station, they went straight to the platform.

7 Even though I don't agree with your overall argument, I do agree with you_____________________ .

8 My brother and I don’t have anything_____________________ .
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the sentences on the left and match the phrasal verbs with their definitions on the right by writing the 

number in the box next to each definition.

A KEEP, HOLD, CATCH

CARRY, WEAR, WORK, MOVE

Words with Prepositions

A  Complete the blanks with prepositions.

Adjectives Nouns Verbs



6  Read the follow ing sentences and complete them w ith prepositions.

1 Can you please translate this document___________ French____________English?

2 They arrived___________ the hotel after midnight.

3 The lack___________ medical supplies made the doctors’ task even more difficult.

4 The thieves divided the loot___________ themselves.

5 He's very generous___________ his money and supports various charities.

6 The teacher divided the class___________ four groups for the role-play.

7 The manager is very generous___________ all his staff, regardless of their position in the company.

8 We arrived___________ Frankfurt in the afternoon and looked for a hotel straightaway.
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Grammar Revision (Determiners - Pronouns)

See Gram m ar R ev iew  page 152

A  Read the follow ing text and complete each blank w ith one word.

Very (1)________________________ people know the real inspiration for cubism, the most important art movement

of the 20th century. Almost (2 )________________________ seems to believe that cubism was created by Pablo

Picasso and Georges Braque, who were (3 )________________________ painters. However, (4 )_____________________

can be further from the truth. In the late 19th century another French painter, Paul Cezanne, painted a

(5 )________________________ of landscapes, (6 )_________________________ of which greatly influenced Braque

and Picasso. (7 )________________________ of these two painters ever tried to hide this fact. Yet, in the past, almost

(8 )________________________ book about cubism tended to concentrate only on Picasso’s and Braque’s achievements, not

making (9 )________________________ reference to Cezanne's influence. Over the years (10)_________________________

authors have tried to correct this inaccuracy, but to (11)________________________ effect; most people know very

(12 )  about Cezanne himself, let alone his work. Nowadays, however,

(13 )  can dispute (14)_________________________ Cezanne’s influence on early cubism or the

importance of this art movement.

B  Choose A, B, C or D to complete the follow ing sentences.

1 This film will be very popular among___________________________ who enjoy science fiction.
A these B those Csome D someone

2 Fortunately,___________________________ the guests were injured when the fire broke out at the hotel.
A none B none of C no one D no one of

3 You needn't buy more milk because there's___________________________ in the fridge.
Avery Bmuch Clot D lots

4  ;_____________ the students nor the teachers were happy with the educational reforms.
A Either B Either of C Neither D Neither of

5  of the members of the committee came up with a different proposal.
A Every B Everyone C Each D Anyone

6 We've only got___________________________ time left. Hurry up!
A little Ba little Cfew Da few

7 It took Henry a(n)___________________________ day to clear out the attic.
A all Ball of C whole D complete

8  of the two girls was given a bicycle as a Christmas present.
A Both B Either C Every one D Each one



- There isn’t anything else I can do. S 

There is nothing else I can do. /

There isn’t nothing ctoc I can do. -
The baby climbed the stairs without any difficulty. /
The baby climbed the stairs with no difficulty. /
The baby climbed the stems without no difficulty. - 
(only one negative word in each sentence)

6 There isn’t much milk left in the fridge. /
There isn’t many milk loft in the fridge.- 
There is (a) little milk left in the fridge. /
There is (a) few milk left in-the fridge. - 
(much, (a) little + uncountable nouns)

€i There aren’t many strawberries left in the fridge. S 

There-aretft much strawberries left in the fridge. - 
There are (a) few strawberries left in the fridge. /
There are (a) little strawberries left in the fridge:—
(many, (a) few + countable nouns)

& There is lots / a lot / plenty of information on volcanoes 
in this book.
There are lots /a lot /plenty of toys in the garden, 
children.
(lots of, a lot of, plenty o f+countable and uncountable nouns)

€> Both of these books are interesting. /
Both of thcac books is interesting. -

Either book is interesting. /

Either of these books is/are interesting. /
Neither book is interesting. /
Neither of these books is/are interesting. /
None of these books is/are interesting. /
(both + plural verb,

either/neither+singular verb,

either of/neither of/none o f+singular or plural verb)

® You can go to the beach both by bus and by train. S 

You can go to the beach either by bus or by train. /
You can-go to tho boach and by bus and by train. - 
(both...and m the one and the other 

either... or ■* the one or the other)

® He can’t sing and he can’t dance either. /
He can’t sing or dance (either). /
He can neither sing nor dance. /
He can’t neither sing nor dancer

(neither...nor ■* not the one and not the other)

@ We were studying all morning. /
We spent the whole morning studying. /
We spent the all morning studying.-

Key Transformations

® There weren’t a lot of things to see in the gallery 
There wasn’t much to see in the gallery.
There was little to see in the gallery.

& Most students didn’t go to the demonstration.
(Very) few (of the) students went to the demonstration. 
Hardly anyone went to the demonstration.
Hardly any (of the) students went to the demonstration.

Both Jim and Jack like playing tennis.
Jim likes playing tennis and Jack does, too.
Jim likes playing tennis and so does Jack.

Both Jim and Jack dislike football.
Neither Jim nor Jack like(s) football.
Jim doesn’t like football and Jack doesn’t (like it) either. | 
Jim doesn’t like football and neither/nor does Jack.
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Examination Practice

A  Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only one word in each space.

ALERT

To have an allergy means that a person is affected either by a substance in the atmosphere

(1)____________________ by some sort of food. (2)_____________________days a lot of

people suffer from one kind of allergy or another.

So, what can people do to fight allergies? If someone is allergic to chocolate, for instance,

the simplest (3 )____________________ to do would be to avoid eating any chocolate. If,

on the (4)____________________ hand, the allergic reaction is caused by

(5)____________________ unknown or difficult to avoid, then the only solution is

prescribed medication.

The chances of (6)_____________________ having an allergy are bound to be great if allergies (7)___________________in

the family. In other words, if one parent suffers from allergies, the child has a thirty percent chance of being allergic, too. If 

(8)_____________________ parents are affected, the risk doubles.

However, there is absolutely (9 )_____________________ logical reason to be terrified (10)______________________that

possibility. Those who suffer can carry (11)_____________________ with their lives and not let their allergies wear them

out. They shouldn’t feel different (12)_____________________ everyone else.

B  Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given 

unchanged. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.

1 The washing machine is not working properly.

wrong There is_____________________________________________________the washing machine.

2 Unfortunately, most people didn’t have a good time at the party.

hardly Unfortunately,____________________________________________________ a good time at the party.

3 I didn’t like a single song from their new CD.

none I ____________________________________________________ from their new CD.

4 I’m pretty sure that Mary doesn’t like jazz music and Susan doesn’t either.

dislike I’m pretty sure th a t_____________________________________________________jazz music.

5 There isn’t enough petrol on the market.

lack There is____________________________________________________ on the market.

6 We realised that both cars were expensive.

car We realised th a t_____________________________________________________cheap.

7 There aren’t a lot of things to remember from that awful trip.

little  There_____________________________________________________from that awful trip.

8 I’m afraid I can’t study both Maths and Physics tonight - just one of the two.

or I’m afraid I can_____________________________________________________tonight - not both.

9 They were looking for their lost dog all week.

the They spent_____________________________________________________looking for their lost dog.

10 The concert was sold out two weeks in advance.

any There_____________________________________________________for the concert two weeks in advance.



C / o c t im
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Words easily confused

;e the correct form of the words in the boxes to complete the sentences in each group A-H below. You may 
some of the words more than once. In  some cases, more than one word may be correct.

travel transfer

need to .

: My father usually _

3 The goods were__

i The information is.

5 .errygot________

transport transmit

some money from my savings account to my current account. 

________to work by car.

to the United States.

__by satellite throughout the world.

to Bristol and he is moving there next week.

arrive get

3 Would you like to.

i  ! was___________

5 We_____________

reach

• t took us a long time to _

2 The ocean liner_______

come approach appear

to the theatre but we.

on the horizon and within two hours it had. 

___to our house tonight?

in time for the first act. 

____________the port.

by a beggar asking for money.

at the village late at night.

carry fetch deliver

1 Can you________________________ that bottle from the top shelf?

2 Some supermarkets now arrange for your shopping to be________________________ to your door.

3 I couldn't________________________ the boxes by myself so I asked the shop assistant to bring them to my car.

D voyage journey trip tour excursion travel expedition cruise flight

1 Our class is going on a(n) _

2 Joan kept a diary of her_

3 Our____________________

to the zoo tomorrow.

through Europe.

4 Many explorers have died on.

5 It's a nine-hour bus_________

on the ocean liner lasted two weeks. 

_______________________ to the Antarctic.

6 We went on a Mediterranean.

7 We were given a(n)_________

8 Our_______________________

from Melbourne to Sydney. 

_________for our honeymoon.

of the ancient castle as soon as we arrived.

to Bangkok was delayed so our _ to Asia was put off for a day.



E  guide direct lead ride

1 I recently bought a bicycle to________________________ to work. Surprisingly, I get there faster than when I used to

drive my car there.

2 Could you please________________________ me to the train station?

3 This road________________________ to the castle at the top of the hill.

4 We were________________________ around the museum and saw its most famous exhibits.

5  the way, John, and we’ll follow you.
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F  address road street way direction route path

1 You'll need a map to find your________________________ around this city.

2 I need your new________________________ so that I can keep in touch with you.

3 I’ll find the________________________ to your house by looking up the_________________________ in the directory.

4 We must follow the________________________ Judy gave us, or we’ll never find the_________________________ her

house is on.

5 The hikers took the________________________ that led to the castle.

6 They walked carefully through the woods following the________________________ .

7 We were up and ready at sunrise and headed in the________________________ of the mountains.

site position location point place room space

1 The

2 To enter the building

3 What______________

4 Do you live in a .

5 The starting___

6 He travelled to a lot of _

7 There wasn't enough _

of the house is ideal, with the living

you must wear a hard hat.

do you play in the school football team? 

_________of your own or do you still rent?

overlooking the bay.

for the marathon is on the corner of Bell and Church Street.

_________while working as a flight attendant.

________in the house for the children to play, so I told them to go outside.

8 It took us over half an hour to find a parking

H foreign strange different peculiar curious

1 He's got a accent; I can't understand which part of England he comes from.

2 According to astrologers, Aquarians are 

everyone.

3 Melissa buys a ________________________ car every two years.

people who want to know everything about

4 It’s definitely an advantage to know a few________________________ languages.

5 There's a ________________________ smell coming from the kitchen. Is something burning?
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This unit deals w ith more words deriving from nouns.

Noun Root
i.

Verb = Noun +-ise

character characterise

• Some other common nouns that form verbs in the same way are: apology, computer, economy, hospital, 

memory, summary, symbol, sympathy and victim.

• Pay attention to the following irregularities: criticism criticise emphasis emphasise

• Verbs deriving from nouns in -ice are formed by changing the -c into -s: 
advice 4  advise device 4  devise practice 4  practise

• Some other common nouns that form adjectives and adverbs in the same way are: democrat, diplomat, 

enthusiast, hygiene and optimist.

• Nouns in -y usually form adjectives in -etic:
apology apologetic energy 4  energetic sympathy 4  sympathetic

• Some nouns form two adjectives, one in -ic and the other in -ical with no difference in meaning: 
irony 4  ironic/ironical symbol 4  symbolic/symbolical

Noun Root 
(usually subject of study)

Noun (person) = 
Noun in-ist or-ian

Adjective = 
Noun in-ical or -ic

Art artist artistic
Biology biologist biological

Chemistry chemist chemical
Drama dramatist dramatic

Grammar grammarian grammatical
Logic logician logical

Mathematics mathematician mathematical
Medicine medical

Music musician musical
Politics politician political

Psychology psychologist psychological
Science scientist scientific

• The adverbs formed from these adjectives have the ending -icaHy: 
logical 4  logically scientific 4  scientifically

• Some nouns form two adjectives, one in -ic and the other in -ical, but their meaning is different: 
economics 4  economic (= related to economy or the field o f the economics)

economical (= inexpensive, saving money) 

history 4  historic (= im portant in history)

4  historical (= belonging to history; related to sth that happened in the past)

• Very few nouns (eg. physics) form nouns (person) both in -ist and in -ian, but their meaning is different. 
physics 4  physicist (= a person who has studied or is studying physics)

4  physician (=a doctor)

Noun Root Noun = Noun + -dom

bore boredom
king kingdom
star stardom

• Some nouns in -dom are derived from adjectives, not from nouns. The most common ones are: 
free freedom wise wisdom
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Complete the sentences w ith  the correct form of the words in capitals.

1 Melina was very

2 The___________

3 Howard is a very

4 We had to ______

______________about picking up her new scooter.

. is trying to find a ______________________solution to the crisis.

___________ person.

. a lot of words for the spelling test.

5  , I believe that the government should preserve the

buildings in the city centre.

6 You must__________________

7 John had to get 

very__________

to him for your rude behaviour.

_____help after his mother’s death because he had become

8 The firefighter was given a medal for the 

the burning building.

9 The play we saw at the theatre was_____

10 The up and coming__________________

11 Children should be

. rescue of the little boy from

_ finally exhibited her paintings in a gallery. 

. examined at least twice a year.

12 I don’t know what to do now that my friends are away. I feel that I’m going to die 

o f______________

ENTHUSIAST 

POLITICS, DIPLOMAT 

ENERGY 

MEMORY 

PERSON, HISTORY

APOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

EMOTION

HERO

SYMBOL

ART

MEDICINE

BORE

Examination Practice

A  Read the text below and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space.

A Q X D  EXPERIENCE

As a journalist, I’m asked to travel around the globe to all sorts of (1)________________________ countries.

Over the years, I’ve used different means of transport. Of course, for long (2)________________________ ,

flying is the fastest and safest way to (3)________________________ a far-off destination.

Unfortunately, I’m not a very organised traveller and despite my travel agent’s best efforts, (4)_______________________

always goes wrong. Last week, while I was heading for the airport, I realised I had left my passport at home. Obviously, I had 

to go back so I asked the taxi driver to turn around and take me home. In the meantime, I crossed my fingers and hoped that I 

wouldn’t miss my (5)________________________ .

All the (6)________________________ home, the driver was speeding in and out of traffic. He got even more carried

(7)________________________ when he got on the motorway, (8)_________________________ at speeds of up to 150 kilometres

per hour.

By the time we arrived home, I was (9)________________________ a state of shock and it took me a while to

(10)________________________ my breath. So, before driving off again, I decided to pay him (11)_________________________

extra, so that he would go slower as we were bound (12)________________________ have an accident.
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1 A curious B peculiar C foreign D strange

A travels B excursions C tours D trips

3 A arrive B reach C get D approach

4 A anything B something C everything D nothing

5 A flight B cruise C trip D journey

A road B way C route D direction

7 A away B on C out D along

8 A moving B travelling C transferring D transporting

9 A at B under C on D in

A hold B catch C keep D find

A many B a little C a few D some

A to B for C in D of

3 Complete the text below with the correct form of the words in capitals.

LIFE EXPECTANCY

(1)

(4 )

(5)

(8 )  .

10

OFFICIAL

SCIENCE

BIOLOGY

SCIENCE

MEDICINE

ECONOMICS

EMPHASIS

HYGIENE

SUMMARY

NUTRITION


